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and adult education to the social care
agenda.

Whatever the outcome of the
Comprehensive Spending Review,
however - and we remain cautiously
optimistic about this - ADASS is actively
involved now in the modernisation of
adult social care and is working with the
public, users, carers, partners and
government to achieve the changes
needed.

We are working on many detailed areas
of practice but our key priorities for 2008
are to:

� SHAPE wellbeing strategies to
provide information and early
intervention to delay or reduce the
need for intensive social care,

� CONTINUE to develop the
personalisation of social care
services,

� CONCENTRATE on improving
commissioning practice and, in
particular, joint commissioning with
the NHS,

� CONTINUE working with the
Department of Health and other
Government departments in relation
to the funding of adult social care,
including working with the Care
Services Efficiency Delivery
Programme to improve value for
money in our services,

� WORK on our media and
communication strategy in relation

to the value and importance of social
care.

These are our key priorities but other
areas of particular focus have been
around adult safeguarding, the
workforce strategy, the leadership
challenge in adult social care, the new
performance framework and
contributions to the Dementia Strategy,
Carers' Strategy and to the refreshing of
Valuing People.

ADASS relies on the time that directors
and their staff are able to give to
developing and influencing the national
agenda for adult social care. ADASS is
the leadership organisation that is
rooted in the commissioning and
delivery of adult social care. Thank you
to all members who have contributed so
effectively, whether it is individually, in
regions or through our policy networks.
Thanks also to all the councils who have
supported us to undertake these vital
tasks.

Anne Wiliams
President
ADASS
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Wellbeing
and beyond

Anne Williams: “The public now rightly expects
high quality, flexible and personalised
services…”

IN MARCH THIS year, ADASS was
launched, developing out of the former
ADSS and reflecting the changes that
have taken place in most local
authorities establishing adults' and
children's departments. We are acutely
aware, however, that children live in
families, many adults have difficulties
that affect their ability to parent their
children and we must give great
attention to the transition between
children's and adult services. We are
therefore very committed to maintaining
strong and positive relationships with
the new Association of Directors of
Children's Services.

In relation to ADASS, the last six
months have been very busy with an
ever-growing focus nationally and in the
media on the shape and funding of
adult social care services in the future.
Demographic changes mean that for the
first time this year there will be more
people over 65 in England than those
under 18. More people are surviving into
adulthood and old age with complex
disabilities.

The public now rightly expect high
quality, flexible and personalised
services. The means of funding
increased demand and higher
expectations remain at this time
unresolved. All directors are committed
to the wider wellbeing and prevention
agenda but councils are having to
continue to tighten eligibility criteria in
order to manage demand and resources.
However, the wider roles of most
directors of adult services mean that we
can harness strategies in housing,
culture and leisure, community safety
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WELCOME TO BOURNEMOUTH, and
to this year’s extra special conference. It
does more than justice to the wide
range of concerns social care now has in
mainstream social policy: it helps
confirm and embed them there as well.

A particular thanks, too, to the two
Secretaries of State, Ed Balls from
Children, Families and Communities,
and Alan Johnson, Department of
Health for agreeing to address us. As I
write this it still isn’t certain whether or
not a general election will be called this
autumn.

If it hasn’t, then the joint presence of
the two ministers most responsible for
developments within the social care
world, both for children and for adults,

surely sends out an important message.
It is vital that staff, politicians and
colleagues in other agencies know that
the principles of social care are
indivisible, no matter in what structural
setting it finds itself.

But there is a sumptuous feast to be
had this week alongside the offerings
from two such highly regarded
politicians. The policy content is simply
breathtaking, and many thanks must go
to all those who have contributed to the
fringe and policy sessions, as well as the
exciting session chaired by Public’s David
Walker on the impact of CSR on policy.

Be stimulated by all these; inspired by
Dame Tanni Grey, uplifted by the
analyses and messages coming from our

own spokesmen and women. And do
enjoy the exciting social events that
have been prepared for the week.
Special thanks to Amanda Cowen and
her team at LGA and to Amanda Fry for
all the work they’ve put in, and to my
colleagues in the ADASS business unit
for the support I know they’ve offered.

John Beer
Honorary Secretary
ADASS
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Strengthening the law

Bournemouth
beckons

Dwayne Johnson

A SEVEN-POINT plan to help
strengthen the law against adult abuse
has been developed by directors of
adult services. According to ADASS lead
on adult protection Dwayne Johnson the
moves towards personalised care
budgets for some vulnerable groups,
which ADASS supports, "must be
matched with far greater legal
protections for them against the
possibilities of abuse."

The warning comes in the wake of
several reports in the past year
highlighting unsuspected levels of
abuse towards elderly and/or disabled
people and fears that some
professionals caring for adults haven't
been trained to be sufficiently aware of
the signs of abuses.

A recent ADASS Executive Council
meeting of the association endorsed a
strategy which seeks to have the law
changed to include:

� Powers to enter domestic properties,

� A duty to share information between
the statutory agencies and regulators,

� A clarification of the duties and
powers of other local authority
departments and health agencies
across geographical and
organisational boundaries,

� A duty to cooperate,

� A duty to act on investigate
complaints,

Mr Johnson went on: "the development
of individual budgets, personalisation
and direct payments is one of the great
trends in modern social policy,
unlocking care budgets in ways which
give people in need of services the
power and liberty to commission them
themselves.

"It is only proper that they exercise
these rights in a context in which that
new-found freedom is protected by
effective legal safeguards.”

Earlier the association had called for a
“thoroughgoing review” of No Secrets.
ADASS plans further briefing plans and
publications in the coming year.

UPFRONT

Anne on
board
ADASS PRESIDENT ANNEWilliams
has agreed to join a small, high-level
multi-disciplinary Board set up to advise
Lord Darzi on ways of developing
primary care. She said that she was
`delighted’ to have been asked to
participate, a decision which, she said,
reflects the growing recognition within
the Department of Health of the vital
importance of the health and social care
interface.



A GOVERNMENT MOVE to simplify a
range of equalities-related legislation
has been sharply criticised by ADASS
and the LGA.

According to the two Associations, a
recent government review doesn’t
“realise the aspiration to introduce the
clearer and more streamlined legal
framework that the review intended to
achieve.” In particular it fails fully to
recognise the fact that the very concept
of age discrimination as it may apply in
the social care sector is both `complex
and challenging’.

“Any extension of age discrimination
legislation to create a public authority
duty that covers goods and services
must be fully and properly costed before
proposals are finalised… Neither LGA
nor ADASS could support proposed
changes unless the financial
implications were known and
addressed.”

Expressing a `real concern’ that any
changes will have major financial

implications for social care, ADASS
President Anne Williams and LGA
spokesman David Rogers OBE - Chair of
the LGA’s community wellbeing board -
dismiss different unit costs as between
different user groups as a reasonable
basis of comparison. “It is simplistic to
say that there is inequality in service
provision because there is a difference
in unit costs,” they say.

The proposed Single Equalities Bill
should not lead to a demand for parity
in unit costs between different user
groups without detailed considerations
of what equality of service entails and
the potential financial burden of
achieving that equality being properly
considered.

“Otherwise, this would lead to either a
reduction in services provided to
younger adults or local government
faced with an additional social care bill
running into the billions, both of which
would prove completely unacceptable to
local authorities,” they warn.
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Equality
simplicity

New ADASS advice issued
on continuing health care

David Rogers

Anne Williams

Jeff Jerome

SEMINAL ADVICE TO local authorities
on the interpretation of the DH’s
continuing health care framework was
published jointly by ADASS and the LGA
earlier this month. The report follows
intensive discussions within the
Association, and a specially convened
seminar which was attended by about
80 local authorities.

The object, as set out in a letter to
members by continuing health care lead
Jeff Jerome, is to ensure that “across the
country people in need of health and

social care are clear about their

entitlement to a free NHS service, and

that they will receive this equitably.”

The advice also seeks to improve the

clarity as to what is lawful and unlawful

regarding LA provision, although each

council is recommended to refer the

ADASS/LGA advice to their own legal

advisers.

Copies are available from the ADASS

website: www.adass.org.uk

UPFRONT



THE DEPARTMENT FOR Work and
Pensions should “engage with local
authority representatives at the earliest
opportunity” over the introduction of
the new My DWP pilot for benefit
recipients, according to Sarah Pickup,
joint chair of the ADASS resources
network.

“If not, there will be a significant missed
opportunity to improve both inter-
agency liaison and the service offered to
the client,” she says.

In a letter, she reminds the DWP’s
Customer Affairs section that “local
authority staff spend a vast amount of
time either getting clients to verify their

benefit income or trying to obtain that

information from the operational arms

of the DWP. If that process could be

streamlined by secure but direct access,

then there would be considerable

savings in staff time for local

authorities.

“Even at this late stage, it may be

worthwhile considering extending the

pilot to encompass one area or region

so that a range of local authorities,

advice agencies and clients could be

involved, as this will reflect how My

DWP would work in practice,” she

argues.
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THE ASSOCIATION HAS paid special
tribute to the `tremendous resilience’ of
social care staff and managers nation-
wide following the devastating floods
earlier in the summer. Areas affected
included cities and rural areas in the
north east of England as well as large
areas in the centre and south west of
the country.

The lessons were being drawn and
discussed subsequently by ADASS
representatives nationally – particularly
in regards to the importance of pre-
planning and data protection issues,
(See It’s Not What You Know, page 6).

ADASS President Anne Williams said
how deeply impressed she had been by
evidence from all over the affected
regions, of adult social services
departments liaising directly with
private care home providers, voluntary
agencies and police, fire and other
services.

UPFRONT

“They have helped ensure that
temporary refuges have been set up;
water distributed and dry clothes and
blankets made available for everyone –
but especially for the more vulnerable
members of our communities," she said.

She praised, too, her own colleague
directors for the leadership they have
displayed: in one case one director –
Margaret Sheather in Gloucestershire -
had to decamp entirely from her stricken
social services HQ and coordinate
services from the local fire
headquarters.

While in Oxfordshire the ground of
Oxford United Football Club was
utilised by local social services to
provide support to up to 70 people,
most of whom were older people.
Oxfordshire's director for social and
community services John Jackson said
“staff responded wonderfully despite
many being affected by the flooding
personally.”

Lessons from
the flood

Count us in

Margaret Sheather

John Jackson

Sarah Pickup
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Recent events in Yorkshire, the
Midlands and elsewhere have
brought into sharp focus the
interdependent roles played
by local authority departments
when handling emergencies,
writes Roy Taylor. In many
cases flood waters rose
exceptionally quickly, leaving
people with little time to plan
their escape. Elsewhere,
others whose homes were not
actually flooded were affected
by a lack of power and water
supply. Some people were
isolated and without access to
the services they required for
periods of time.

THESE EVENTS HAVE demonstrated
the importance that local authority
delivery partners need to place, not just
on working together at the time of an
emergency, but also in pre-planning,
ahead of any emergency.

One area we need to be particularly
attentive to is in data and information
sharing. All local authorities have
responsibilities to plan for emergencies
under the Civil Contingencies Act of
2005. This relatively new legislation
places obligations on authorities to
cooperate and share information for
emergency planning and risk
assessment, and during emergency
response.

Of course, local authorities are also
bound by the Data Protection Act 1998
and other legislation including the
Human Rights Act. How can we be sure
that we fulfil our collective duties
consistently and transparently, and
most importantly, to the benefit of our
public/citizens?

One way is to approach relationships
with emergency planning units and
other planners in a different way. There
is sometimes a reasonable reluctance to
share details of lists of vulnerable
people with emergency planners.
Equally, emergency planners may be
hamstrung if they cannot have an idea
of the needs of vulnerable people in a
crisis, even if the fine details may not be
available until the day it happens.

One way around this stalemate can be
to agree in advance to provide up to
date details in the event of an
emergency. Agreements can be made on
what constitutes an emergency; who
decides when one is imminent; and the
format and type of information that will
be supplied. If and when provided, the
data list need only contain names and
addresses, and need not automatically
contain details of the assessed
vulnerability itself (unless details are
clearly relevant to the way in which they
may require help).

You can also safeguard the use of any
data supplied by placing conditions on
its use, ensuring it is agreed that the
information will only be used for the
stated purpose (i.e. emergency planning
and response, to assist in the provision
of services). Many local authorities have
agreements such as this in place, some
formal and others informal, but all are
based on a relationship of trust and
cooperation.

When working with emergency planning
colleagues, questions that can frame
discussion include what harm could be
done if I release this information? What
harm could be done if I do not release
this information? What would the data
subject / person in question want me to
do? What would I want if I were in their
position?

Its not what
you know...

Roy Taylor: How can we be sure that we fulfil
our collective duties consistently and
transparently and, most of all, to the benefit of
our public/citizens?

While these questions are not a
substitute for the relevant legislation,
they can help to sit any discussion or
negotiation in a reasonable framework
for colleagues to reach a decision. There
is an offence within the Data Protection
Act of knowingly or recklessly divulging
information in breach of the Act.
Provided there are sound reasons for
the decision, those reasons are
recorded, and it is likely they meet the
provisions of the Act at the time, it is
highly unlikely that a breach will be
found to have occurred.

That is not to say the Data Protection
Act should be ignored otherwise its
provisions are diminished – the
requirements of the legislation must
still be met. But, the threshold for
meeting certain conditions can be lower
than is popularly perceived. The aims of
emergency planning colleagues and
social care professionals can be
complementary when civil emergencies
occur, with the safety of vulnerable
service users and families paramount.

Even when there is uncertainty that
information should be shared in
advance of an emergency, there are

UPFRONT
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some very useful planning steps that
can be taken. Building relationships
with emergency planning officers in your
local authority and raising awareness of
issues across your authority – both of
these can smooth the process and lay
foundations for effective sharing when
an emergency occurs. If there are well
established relationships between
social care services and emergency
planning, then even if information
cannot be shared during `peacetime’,
agreements can be made to share
certain information in the face of an
imminent emergency.

I can offer up two examples where good
practice and good working relationships
have resulted in positive outcomes for
the authority as a whole (and its citizens
as well). In a local authority in south
Wales, an agreement is in place
between social care services and the
emergency planning department for the
former to provide the latter with
specified information sets, once the
head of the emergency planning unit
judges that an emergency is imminent.

Through cooperation and relationship
building, the EP unit knows what
information they will get (and more
importantly what information they
genuinely need, which in many cases is
less detailed than originally thought); in
what format; and when they will get it.

In another example, in north-west
Somerset, cooperative working between
social care, the EP unit and local care
homes has resulted in a scheme where
the care homes, both private and local
authority run, will provide the EP unit
with information on how many people
require what type of special support in
the event of an emergency.

Neither of these agreements breach the
common law duty of confidence, nor the
DP Act, nor the Human Rights Act. The
agreements are between the directors
with social care responsibilities and the
director of the EP unit. In many cases,
senior level social care may be
represented in the local resilience
forum, possibly via a humanitarian
assistance sub-group.

There are of course challenges that we

can make to our emergency planning
colleagues. There is sometimes a
perception amongst EP units that by
having details of all those captured on
the variety of lists held by social care all
their planning issues to provide for the
needs of vulnerable people will be
solved. We know that this is far from the
case. Additionally, are the EP units
absolutely sure they need as much
information as they are asking for – and
if so why? All these questions are best
asked and worked through well before
an emergency arises.

These issues are something that central
government are aware of. The Civil
Contingencies Secretariat (part of the
Cabinet Office), and others within
central government in Whitehall and
elsewhere, are increasingly challenging
conventional assumptions on
information and data sharing (you can
see the latest government guidance at
http://www.ukresilience.info/preparedne
ss/informationsharing.aspx). By
encouraging EP Units to think outside of

traditional structures of who may be
vulnerable, both government and
A&CSC can help EP Units understand
that one-size does not fit all when it
comes to capturing the needs of all
those who may need special help in an
emergency.

Of course, this is and should be, a
reciprocal process. This in turn can help
our work with EP Units at a local level.
By engaging locally, social care can
make a real difference to the levels of
emergency preparedness in local areas.
Perhaps more importantly, the
immediate emergency response, and
subsequent recovery and aftercare that
our public need can be planned for well
in advance of the next emergency.

Roy Taylor
Past President and
Lead for civil contingencies
ADASS

UPFRONT

“If there are well-established relationships between social care services and emergency planning then
even if information cannot be shared during `peacetime’, agreements can be made to share certain
information in the face of an imminent emergency.”
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READERS IN ENGLAND and Wales will
be aware of the major political change
that has happened north of the border,
writes Bernadette Docherty. Scotland’s SNP
minority government has started its
term of office promising a new kind of
politics and new policies.

For social work, the right sort of sounds
have been made. The new Scottish
Government has cancelled the plans for
another privately run prison. Criminal
justice social work services are delivered
by local authorities in Scotland and the
new government has asserted its
commitment to improving community
sentencing and to reduce the prison
population.

The delivery of services for older people
continues to be in the headlines. The
Scottish Government has announced a
review, chaired by Lord Sutherland, into
the level and distribution of funding for
free personal care, introduced in 2002.

ADSW are committed to making the
policy work but there is no doubt that
resourcing it remains a challenge
because of the growth in the older
people population. There have also
been issues with the guidance, with
varying views and practice on the
inclusion of meal preparation and in
determining whether a local authority
can have a waiting list.

Despite varying legal opinion and
differing approaches across Scotland,
there had been unwillingness by the
then Scottish Executive to review the
guidance. However, we now have a
commitment from the Scottish
Government that they will clarify strands
of the policy including food preparation
and waiting lists as well as a more
balanced approach to eligibility criteria.
Welcome news indeed.

While the community care agenda has
been dominated by the issue of free
personal care, there have been other
priorities to which ADSW has been
seeking to bring attention. Across the
UK we have all seen an increase in the
population of adults with learning
disabilities, and the demands in
delivering services to those with
complex needs and challenging
behaviour. ADSW have sought to cost
these demands in our contribution to
the Comprehensive Spending Review
and are examining good models of care
for a piece of work that will hopefully
influence government response to the
needs of this group.

The Mental Health (Care and
Treatment)(Scotland) Act has now been
in operation since October 2005 and as
intended, there will be a limited review
of the Act. This will include
consideration of the tribunals. These
have been welcomed but there are still
issues around in relation to multiple
hearings and an imbalance between due
legal process and quality of care issues.

There are also ongoing difficulties with
the appointment of Named Persons and
the attendant problem of access to
papers, reports etc. ADSW's mental
health sub committee has a significant
involvement in the development and
implementation of policy and
legislation and will be playing a full part
in this review.

ADSW has a number of priorities over
the year ahead. Substance misuse
continues to rise and contribute to a
massive increase in demand for social
work services. ADSW have set up a
Substance Misuse Task Group to
identify what needs to change; what do
we do that we could do better; what
should our substance misuse services

look like; and where should the

efforts/resources be focused. We hope

this Task Group will help us articulate

the contribution social work can make

to tackle substance misuse.

Another key priority is the issue of

resourcing social work. The increased

demand for services is the basis of our

argument for a review of social work

funding. We published an independent

report on the funding of core children’s

social work services last year that

identified these were underfunded by

the government to a tune of £161m.

Small fry to England, maybe, but the

reality is that this money has to come

from somewhere else, often older

people services.

Is it right that social work services

should rob Mr Peter to pay for wee Paul?

There has been new money but it has

often been short term and directed away

from the very services that need it most.

We will continue to press for proper

funding and for recognition of the

increased volume and complexity of

demand across several of our social

work services.

Bernadette Docherty
President
Association of Directors of Social Work

Pressing for
better funding...

Bernadette Docherty: “We now have a
commitment from the Scottish Government that
they will clarify strands of the (free personal
care) policy…”

AGENDA
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Mary Gillingham: Conserving what works well
and bringing in new ways of working

A structure fit
for purpose
THE LAUNCH OF ADASS in March 2007
as the new organisation for adult social
services prompted a review of the
working arrangements of the
association. In a constantly evolving
structural and policy context, the chance
to refresh and renew is timely, writes
Mary Gillingham. The revised policy
structure strikes the balance between
conserving what works well and bringing
in new ways of working which better
reflect the altered challenges to the new
association.

At the heart of the organisation the role
of the Trustees as the governing body of
the charity is confirmed. Similarly the
centrality of the Executive Council,
which has the overall responsibility for
determining ADASS policy, remains.

The old ADSS branches have always
been enormously important, welcoming
and supporting new members and
providing impetus for local initiatives
and development. Now renamed ADASS
regions, the change is more than
semantic. The nine English regions
mirror the Government Offices where
strong and influential relationships
continue to be forged. Building on
successful recent initiatives, it is
envisaged that the regions will further
enhance their contributions to national
policy, through being directly consulted
for their input as policy lines are
emerging. They continue to provide
representatives to the Executive
Council, the Policy Networks and will do
so to the new Coordinating Group.

ADSS Cymru was successfully launched
as a new and independent association
in July this year, with Sue Lewis as the
inaugural President. We wish them well
and fully expect to retain close ties as a
sister organisation. Northern Ireland
remains a region of ADASS. Colleagues
there are undergoing their own
reorganisation. There is recognition on

all sides of the value of sharing different
approaches to similar issues and we will
stay alive to opportunities for enabling
this exchange.

Policy committees have become policy
networks. Again the change of name
recognises that increasingly views are
sought and positions reached through
virtual networks. These have the
advantage of drawing in people with a
range of expertise into a discussion
forum to which they can contribute
rapidly and efficiently. Policy networks
will themselves decide when and how
frequently to meet face to face, but the
balance is shifting.

The extent and variety of
responsibilities held by DASSs across
the country is considerable. The number
of policy networks has expanded from
five to eight allowing crucial policy areas
relating to specific user groups more
room to breathe. For the first time there
will be a policy network focusing on
housing issues, so fundamental to
people’s wellbeing.

A further important decision has been
the establishment of a new coordinating
group. This group will be chaired by the
Vice President and will have within its
remit a number of substantive, cross
cutting issues. It has become gradually
apparent that some overarching issues
have not fitted well within a single
policy network. Over the past year the
older people’s and disabilities networks
have adapted to work ever more closely
together - for example to develop the
Association’s responses to the White
Paper and, with the resources network,
our response to the commissioning
framework. Looking forward, issues like
personalisation, community wellbeing
and safeguarding will all have wide
ramifications. The Executive Council will
consider how the different workstreams

are best addressed within the new
structure.

Meanwhile ADASS and the Association
of Directors of Children’s Services are
seeking to create a joint network or
committee where important and
emerging transitional issues can be
discussed and carried forward.

Another significant group within the
association are the ADASS Associates
who between them hold a wealth of
wisdom and experience which
complements that of serving directors.
They represent an immensely valuable
resource and will be more closely
connected to the policy networks in
future.

It needs to be acknowledged also that
there are large numbers of ADASS
members, supported by operational
staff, who represent the association as
single leads, on numerous taskforces,
working groups and in writing
consultation responses. There is
enormous strength and depth
throughout the membership and the
intention is that the new arrangements
will focus these to maximum effect.

Mary Gillingham
Business Manager
ADASS

AGENDA
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Claire Lines: “The PE department didn’t
understand my sense of injustice…”

CLAIRE LINES JOINED ADASS mid-
summer this year taking on the role of

association administrator: a key role

binding together much of the work of

the Business Unit and providing vital

backup at the association’s Trustees’

and Executive Council meetings. She

was brought up in Torquay in Devon – a

town with a long, shared history with

ADASS and ADSS – though she was

born 23 years ago and lived briefly in

Milton Keynes.

Growing up with her sister Hannah,

who’s five years younger, she went to

Churston Grammar near Brixham - one

of the few grammar schools left in the

county - where `I got on very well. It was

a nice place…’ Except in sports!

She laughs when you ask her what her

sporting interests were: she loathed PE

with a passion “partly because I

resented being forced to play basketball

and things with men who were about six

and a half foot tall.” Standing at around

five foot herself, she explains that the

PE department “didn’t understand my

sense of injustice!”

She hated all sports - with the exception

of swimming - and as a hangover from

those days, still does. But she

compensated with less physically

demanding after-school activities. She

sang (`terribly’) in the school singing

group, enjoyed the drama club, spent

time in the local youth club, but all the

while plied herself to her studies.

Emphasis
on policy

AGENDA
She took A level in Sociology, History
and English Lit, and went on from
Torquay to Sheffield to take a degree in
History – the same course that her sister
is beginning this October. “We’ve both
got the same brain, I think,” she grins.
Hannah took the same A levels, got the
same AAB, and is off to do the same
history course: neither liked sciences
very much… It’s probably too soon to
judge whether she’ll stay on and take
the Masters in public policy that Claire
took.

It turned out to be not quite what she’d
wanted: she’d anticipated it would be
less academic and more practically-
oriented. But she persevered because
she has a long-term ambition to work in
some form of policy capacity, and it was
important for cv purposes.

She finished last year and moved to
London to work for a letting agency, a
spell which reinforced her steadily
gathering conviction that she doesn’t
want to work in estate-agency. “It was a
horrible nine months, but it helped me
establish myself in London, which I
think is important,” she says.

She has thoroughly enjoyed these early
months with ADASS: “it’s a very nice
team, and I’ve yet to meet anyone
unhelpful: everyone seems really nice.”
She’s looking forward to meeting as
many members as possible at the
coming Bournemouth conference: “it’s
not quite in Devon,” she says: “but it’s in
the right direction…”

The rest of the Business Unit...

Mary Gillingham
Business Manager

Drew Clode
Policy/Press
Adviser

Linda Doherty
Policy Officer

Amanda Fry
Conference
Organiser
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ADASS’s first honorary
secretary, John Beer, talks to
Drew Clode about his early
life, the influences that
fashioned his career and
that career itself – one
which took him from his
early days in Lewisham to
Surrey and on to his present
authority, Southampton.

He makes no bones about it. John
Beer’s a baby boomer, born shortly
after WW2 in the south east London
Borough of Lewisham. His family was
rooted in those London docklands
which sustained his Rotherhithe-born
father throughout the blitz and his
Deptford-raised mother and aunt
when they returned there after a spell
being evacuated to Wales.

His older sister was born there in the
middle of those grim war years, and
then, from January 1946, they
nurtured John himself who grew up

there, not to leave until many years
later, married and in his thirties, he
took up his first senior management
job in social work.

His father worked six and a half days a
week in the family stevedore company
earning enough to send him to the
local St Dunstan’s College where he
stayed from the age of seven through
to A levels. With undiagnosed dyslexia,
a condition less sympathetically dealt
with in the 50s and 60s than now, his
early promise and ambition lay more
with the sciences than arts. He excelled
in practical chemistry, and his earliest
dream was to be one. But perhaps his
greatest achievements were reserved
for sport, particularly cross country.

It was ` a happy, secure childhood’
and, like those of many other leading
directors of social services, it was one
in which formal religion played an
important if, in many cases, a
diminishing role. He played an
important role in his local church, St
Lawrence’s. He was confirmed,

became a server, ran the local youth
club and ultimately became a member
of the church council.

It was in the youth club where he met
his future bride, Sue, almost literally
the girl next door. When she moved to
Aberystwyth to study English, John
went to Woolwich Polytechnic to study
for a degree in chemistry.

By the time he’d qualified he was
rapidly growing more interested in
working with people rather than
chemicals, but despite that decided to
complete a PhD while giving himself
time to test other options. Sue, by
now his fiancée, had decided to
become a social worker, joined the
London Borough of Bromley and
began training at Bedford College,
London. “I met some wonderful people
while Sue was studying there,” he says,
“and after lots and lots of thought
decided that I wanted to do that as
well.”

The day after finishing his PhD he
started his social work career locally, in
Lewisham: “a wonderful stimulating
and challenging department” which
seconded him to the same Bedford
College course that Sue, by now his
wife, had been on. It was, he says,
“tremendously liberating and
threatening at the same time. I’d been
brought up in an upper working class,
aspirational family. Being introduced to
this wider world, to the idea that
there’s more than one side to every
argument was very different.”

Qualification was soon followed by a
Diploma in Management Studies at
Mid-Kent College, which led him in
turn to try to persuade Lewisham to
pay more attention to management
issues. By the early eighties he was
playing a key role in the borough’s
restructuring while managing four
social work teams. But his failure to be
appointed to one of some newly
created management posts rankled,
and albeit reluctantly he decided to
move on. It coincided with the
beginnings of a gradual collapse of his
faith, but not before he had seriously
considered, then ultimately rejected,
ordination.

John moved to Surrey as an assistant
area director in 1984, based just south
of Woking. Shortly afterwards he

John Beer

In praise of
fewer customers

PROFILE
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moved with his family – by then Sue
and he had four children - to Farnham
to work with the county’s `absolutely
charismatic’ director Graham
Gatehouse. “So smart, so far-seeing:
years ahead of his time... Well in the
forefront of separating purchase and
providing.”

Surrey, with Graham as its director – he
is now the equally highly-regarded
director for Suffolk – invested heavily
in their newest recruit. Three stints
over three years on the Wast Hills
Inlogov course, with other courses on
advanced management development,
and in return John still pays tribute to
the county - “a tremendously civilised
place.”

It was where he was soon to meet Ray
Jones, formerly director in Wiltshire
but then newly appointed as John’s
boss. When Ray moved on John
replaced him and, following
restructuring, went on to become head
of children’s provider services.

He ran it, he says `as a business’ with
some superb colleagues’ working to
him. Among these he lists especially
Roy Taylor, currently director in
Kingston and Andrew Christie who has
latterly become director of children’s
services with the London Borough of
Hammersmith. Both brought different,
but outstanding qualities to their jobs,
he says.

“It was my privilege to work in a
county which enabled such a polished
group of children’s services to grow
and flourish.”

It hit, head on however, the marked
reluctance of the SSI to encourage the
development of purchaser provider
splits in children’s services. Little noted
by the outside world at the time, this
battle saw the idea eventually repelled
by its opponents, as well as the
introduction of case management into
children’s services. Both were not
considered safe.

“There were problems of building child
protection into such a system. But it
could have worked,” he thinks. The
politics within the department, as well
as the attitude of central government
at the time meant that it wasn’t given
the chance.

It was about this time that John
decided he wanted to be a director,
and after failing to be appointed to the
Surrey directorship in 1996 both
Southampton and Portsmouth
emerged as new unitary authorities
formed after the review of local
government. John was appointed to
Southampton at the same time as Rob
Hutchinson began the same task in
Pompey. He became executive director,
communities, health and adult care
when the SSD split into children’s and
adults services

It was Graham Gatehouse who brought
John into ADASS’s precursor, the ADSS.
He regularly invited him to the
association’s branch meetings; one
senior manager was always taken to
annual conference each year. Later,
when he and colleagues were running
their separate business units in Surrey,
they suggested they all went. “Graham
just looked at us and said `well, it’s
your budget. If that’s what you want to
do, then do it.’ So I went every year!”,
and he’s been attending since 1989.

He joined ADSS as soon as he became
a director, concentrating first on the
resources committee. Then, under the
chairmanship of former Solihull
director Michel Hake, he became
secretary of the organisation and
development committee while also
leading for the association on Best
Value. He actually stood for the
presidency in 1998, but concedes now
both that he was probably too new a
director at the time, and that he was
too new to Southampton to have
afforded a year with the punishing
timetables presidents take on.

“ADSS was a superb organisation. I
enjoyed every minute of it, being part
of an organisation which was genuinely
influencing policy and shifting ever
closer to trying to influence the
creation of policy rather than just
comment on what civil servants had
decided. But I had to concentrate on
the ranch…”

It paid off: Southampton moved from
one-star to three-star status where it
has remained ever since, after some
very complicated manoeuvres of
disentangling an entire department
from a large county, Hampshire, had
been worked through. He pays tribute
to his local councillors who supported

him, and his involvement in ADSS
`through thick and thin’.

He sees Southampton’s role in the
forefront of Direct Payments as a
portent of things to come. “Creating
more self-determination, with users
having a budget which they can spend
in the way they want will enormously
improve their lives.” But he has had to
battle a rigid financial and
administrative bureaucracy to get
there.

The example he uses is the fact that he
now qualifies for a winter fuel
payment. “No-one checks up to make
sure I spend it on coal. That’s my
entitlement. I could choose to use it to
pay an electricity bill. Or I could put it
on a horse. So I don’t think we should
be doing too much checking with IBs.
We should sit down with someone,
assess their needs and sort out the
resources available.

“Most people getting a pay packet
spend it on their priorities, don’t they?
If people decide to make unwise
decisions, provided they’re compos
mentis, then shouldn’t you listen to
them and help them find what makes
them happy and contented rather than
be constrained by your prejudices
about them?

“If the state can live with giving a
person a fuel allowance and not check
up on the way it’s spent, then why
can’t it give them a carers’ allowance
and say if you want to buy half an hour
less care a week and spend the rest on
a slap-up meal once a month, then
that should be all right. That gives you
the freedom that the rest of us have.
It’s about creating that freedom for
people, and not locking them in…

In Surrey, they aimed that care
managers should plan each week’s
budget, could vire money and avoid it
being tied up uselessly. “I doubt, even
now, that IT systems are geared up to
supply that sort of information at that
level. Financial control, as a
consequence, can still be tied up at
higher levels of management,” he
warns.

The new concept of `navigation’ could
mean the revival of care management,
but “I have some anxiety about where
social work fits in to all this. I regret

PROFILE
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enormously that social work in hospital
doesn’t seem to happen very much any
more. You really need to be there
when parents are first told their child
will be disabled, or someone is told
they are dying. Being there was what
we were trained to do.”

Alongside the personalisation agenda
John’s other great professional passion
lies in demonstrating that prevention
really works. “Why I find my job so
absorbing now is because I have
responsibilities for adult social care,
and I have services available which
complement those: social inclusion,
social cohesion, anti-poverty, asylum
seekers and community safety and
regeneration. These are all issues
which, if we attend to them better,
mean that we produce fewer
customers for health and social care.

“Sometimes,” he smiles, “it’s very
difficult for health and social care
people to understand the idea of
fewer customers. They don’t have the
time to see how they might have fewer
people needing a service.”

It should involve simple but effective
remedies, like liaising with police to
identify areas where there is a risk of
violence, working out the causes and
perhaps increasing patrols to reduce
actual anti-social behaviour as well as
the fear of it. “It’s about the role of
wardens, transport, getting older
people into town centres: I envisage
getting shops to provide more chairs
for them to rest on, and libraries to
provide book trolleys for them to use
as well,” he says.

“This is about promoting health and
wellbeing, really one of the most
stimulating aspects of the job. I say to
my colleagues, `just spend five
minutes every week asking yourself
what causes you to have customers.’
Then we might be able to start
breaking some of those cycles. At last,
you know, even the Annual Review
Meetings are beginning to ask some of
these questions.”

He is also emphatic that his role is to
support families in communities
without regard to demarcation issues
with the children’s services
department. “I was chair of the DAT,
and chair of the Tackling Alcohol
Partnership. We don’t look at the ages

of people in those forums: we look at
the problems. How can we stop young
people getting booze? I don’t say to
the DCS - `that’s your problem’.
They’ve got plenty to do, anyway, with
school performance, looked after
children and child protection.”

He is the longest-serving member of
the ADASS Executive Council if you
include time spent with ADSS. “Being
first treasurer and then honorary
secretary has been fascinating. I loved
both roles.” He is a firm believer in
strengthening the support the
Association gives to its members,
largely through the developing regions.
“We need a lot more buddying,
support for new directors, helping
them with advice. Your fellow directors
are often the only people who you can
really talk freely with, early on, about
the challenges you’re facing.

“Of course policy is very important, but
it’s also about supporting members
and developing the wider role of the
DASS to influence how our
communities become better places to
live in, particularly for the most
deprived people. Our job is to close
the gap between the experiences of
deprived people and those of the
majority: at the moment it’s widening.

“We’ve now got the tools and the
opportunity to do that, and ADASS
should be promoting this wider role
and having greater influence in other
departments of state. For example, we
need to say, bluntly to government,

that it is unacceptable for people to
die so much younger in our poorer
areas.”

Meanwhile, with the ADASS structure
now pretty well complete, with a
slimmer but more efficient executive
council, he is working on reassuring
associates of their importance to the
Association, and the extent to which
the Association is committed to using
and valuing their expertise.

He works a punishing schedule, a
deeply attached family man with Sue
who is still a social worker, their three
daughters and one son. Holidays are
important: extensive travel to north
and south America and a trip a few
years back up the Nile. He helps
oversee the city’s extensive contacts
with China and has visited that country
some five times in the past few years.

Still an active sportsman he’s become
addicted to sailing ever since moving
to Southampton, skis annually with his
son and friends and hill walks with
others. Echoes of those early cross-
country days are still to be heard in the
`paltry’ five miles he runs every week
and the full and half-marathons he’s
completed over the years. He ran a
half in Nice last year `but it didn’t add
to my personal best…”

As a keen singer he longs for more
time to learn how to accompany
himself on the piano, and as a keen
Francophile – at least two trips there a
year – he’s determined to perfect his
French when he finally retires. But for
the here and now, his passion is still to
get social care to square that elusive
circle of saving other agencies money
while enhancing the quality of life for
hundreds and thousands of adults
across the country.

The ultimate aim? “To make our
communities better places, and show
that we, working within the context of
a coherent local authority and in close
partnership with health, actually can
promote our people’s health and
wellbeing.

“It shouldn’t be all that difficult, you
know…”

(See The Wider the Gap the Greater
the Needs, p24)

PROFILE

Beer: still an active sportsman.
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In many ways some of the
best journalism and
reporting in the country is
to be found locally. So
why do local media still
present a negative picture
of social care? Nick
Golding comes up with an
answer or three…

I've a confession to make - I did
social services over, writes Nick
Golding. Not intentionally, you
understand, but in my previous job as
a local newspaper reporter social
services modernisation wasn’t
something I fully understood and
hardly something that made good
copy.

So it wasn’t surprising that my social
services stories tended to be negative.
As old-style day centres for people
with learning difficulties were closed, I
got some great stories from aggrieved
relatives who understandably feared
the effects of disruption on the lives of
their loved ones. I balanced these with
reports on the new facilities being
offered by the council which were
designed to promote independence
and development - but these stories
would inevitably be placed further
towards the back of the paper by my
editor.

My experience leads me to call out to
the social care sector to engage with
the local media. Journalists will eagerly
twist the knife when things go wrong
but they can be useful in raising social
care’s profile. And, as it competes with
other public services for funding, social
care needs to be as media-friendly as
hospitals and schools to win local
arguments for extra cash.

Most social services activity is hard for
councils to boast about – the work of
tireless and often poorly-paid staff is
rightly shielded from the view of the

public and the media out of respect of
the recipients’ privacy. So the only
times journalists usually get to hear
about it is when something is
perceived to have gone wrong.

On an almost weekly basis I received a
call or letter from a relative disgusted
by alleged neglect, maltreatment or
the withdrawal of a service. Much of
this correspondence led to the ‘council
fails elderly/disabled person’ stories
with which social care directors are so
familiar. While there was nothing
wrong with these articles individually,
collectively they would hardly give
readers positive impressions of local
social care.

The local hospital on the other hand
got an entirely different press. Sure, I
wrote countless ‘medical negligence’
stories and panned it for its miserable
record on tackling MRSA, but when its
future was threatened we leapt to its
defence. I’m not someone who
generally supports the withdrawal of
local services but I’d some sympathy
for NHS managers who questioned
whether a 120-year-old former
workhouse was an adequate location
for the administration of 21st century
treatment, especially when there were
other hospitals within a few miles.

However, the local population was
largely non-receptive to arguments that
better specialist treatment could be
ensured by locating services at larger
centres benefiting from economies of
scale. There was also little debate over
whether a district hospital was the
best location to provide more
mundane procedures and whether
such services shouldn’t be more
conveniently offered more locally at
GPs’ surgeries.

While my newspaper campaigned
vociferously for the hospital to be
saved with little heed to the case for
NHS modernisation, local social care
was feeling the pressure as demand
for services grew faster than

government funding. We did a few
stories on the effects of cuts but too
few people came forward to make a
campaign viable – the vulnerable
people who social services most
regularly deal with are not always
those best able to mobilise
themselves.

This situation wasn’t unique to my old
paper. It’s played out nationwide – all
too often there’s an outcry against any
threat to acute services while only the
relatives and friends of social services
users realise the impact on dignity and
independence when eligibility for
services is tightened. Although
ministers have promised a transfer of
resources from acute to social care,
few expect this to compensate for the
rise in demand as the population ages.
Social care eligibility is likely to be
tightened further still while the media
debate focuses disproportionately on
acute care and the ‘postcode lottery’
for new drugs.

Many directors of social care will
already feel they’ve had their fingers
burnt by the local press but its support
will be crucial in ensuring the public
has a better understanding of why
resources should be shifted from acute
care. As long as local journalists
concentrate mainly on hospitals under
threat, PCTs will be pressurised to keep
outdated hospital facilities open rather
than invest in joint social care projects
with councils that could make so much
difference to the independence and
wellbeing of our most vulnerable
people.

Nick Golding
Acting News Editor
Local Government Chronicle

Nick Golding

Small
battalions

AS OTHERS SEE US
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It has been a remarkable
year. A year of transitions.
We have seen the
historically unprecedented
transition from Tony Blair to
Gordon Brown as prime
minister. Effectively there is
a new government, with a
new Cabinet and ministers.
There have been changes in
style as well as personnel as
Gordon Brown builds a
“government of all the
talents”.

The impact of this transition has been
felt in social care. The prime minister
has identified care as a long term
challenge facing the country. Carers’
issues are the subject of a major
consultation exercise and a Standing
Commission on Carers has been
announced. The prime minister, in his
speech to the Labour Party Conference
in Bournemouth covered carers and
personalised care - especially for older
people.

Ivan Lewis as the minister for care
services has provided strong political
leadership championing social care and
ensuring it has a high profile. These are
all real signals that social care is
becoming an important political issue,
not just for the period of the spending
review (at the time of writing this, the
decision on the content and timing of
the CSR is awaited) but beyond. There
is an emerging connection between
national politics, the public and social
care.

It has been a year of personal
transition too. The first task was to
build the capacity and capability for
this work in DH through the creation
of the Social Care Directorate.

One of the challenges we have faced
has been to explain the reform of the
social care system. One of the arts of
leadership is to simplify complex ideas
and communicate clearly. But with a
concept, and a system, like social care,
we have a battle ahead of us.

We know the social care system is
large, diverse and fragmented. Fewer
than four per cent of the population

use social care services, though about
30 per cent of us know someone who
is receiving services. We know that 73
per cent of people who use services
are satisfied with their service though
only 28% of the general public believe
social care services are generally good
across the country. 63 per cent of
people trust social workers to tell the
truth, compared to 92 per cent who
trust doctors. Sixty two per cent think
that GPs would treat them with dignity
and respect, compared to 59 per cent
for domiciliary care workers and only
44 per cent for social workers.

Social care as a brand is not recognised
by the public but the role of a social
worker, and social service
departments, are recognised and
understood. So when we are trying to
encourage trust and confidence in a
system, the task is being made more

difficult by an apparent lack of
transparency to the general public
about what exactly it is we are doing.
The resurgent political interest in social
care affords an opportunity to raise the
level of debate about the important
contribution social care makes.

How do we start to bring more clarity
and transparency into this picture? The
definition of social care used by the
Department is taken from the White
Paper, Our Health, Our Care, Our Say:
A New Direction for Community
Services:

“the wide range of services designed to
support people to maintain their
independence, enable them to play a
fuller part in society, protect them in
vulnerable situations, and manage
complex relationships”.

David Behan: “Personalisation, dignity and quality of services seem to be three things inextricably
intertwined…”

A year in
the life...

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
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We know that good social care
transforms people’s lives. It promotes
independence; it offers choice and
control; it opens up opportunity; it is
personalised to each individual and
their circumstances; it is planned and
delivered by the public, private and
voluntary sectors working in
partnerships and alliances.

These lines are borrowed from the
presentation I made when I applied for
the post of director general for social

care in the Department of Health.
When asked to reflect on my first 12
months in the role, and looking
forward to the next 12 months, it’s
fitting that I should measure myself
against those words.

My colleagues in the new Directorate
have achieved much over that period.
In addition to establishing the new
Social Care Directorate, work has been
undertaken on: the Comprehensive
Spending Review; the development of
the joint strategic needs assessment as
part of the Local Government and
Public Involvement in Health Bill; the
development of guidance on
commissioning; the creation of a new
performance framework, the roll out
of user-led organisations in each
locality; work to raise the status of
social care; the development of a skills
academy; work on carers; the Mental

Capacity Act; the Mental Health Act;
and the Dignity Programme. In
particular, however, I believe that two
pilot programmes provide us with the
best idea of what the future looks like.

The work going on across the country
on Individual Budgets, Direct Payments
and Partnerships for Older People’s
Projects (POPPs) has pioneered
working in new and innovative ways. At
the heart of these pilots is a vision of
services which puts people who use

The author shares a joke with Scie chair Allan Bowman

services in control, it sees people not
as passive recipients of services but as
empowered individuals coproducing
their services with staff.

To take two examples: I experienced
first hand the Barnsley Individual
Budget pilots and the POPPs pilots in
Dorset and shared in people’s pride
and excitement - people using the
services and the staff themselves all
spoke with enthusiasm about these
new services. People who used
services spoke of services which get
the basics right, treat them as people,
work with them as partners and fit in
with the way they live their lives.

Staff described how enjoyable and
rewarding they find the work, and a
real sense of making a difference.
Many said the work they were doing
was consistent with the values that

initially brought them into social care
and public services. They were
engaged, empowered and motivated.
These stories illustrate what matters
for people who use services and for
staff who work in those services. The
stories demonstrate good social care
transforming people’s lives, promoting
independence and offering choice and
control.

Our challenge is to transform social
care so that the stories of people in
Barnsley and Dorset can be extended
to all who work in social care and all
who are cared for and supported by
these services. Personalisation, dignity
and quality of services seem to be
three things that are inextricably
intertwined. How these are translated
into support for carers, people with
dementia and people with long term
conditions, i.e. the integration of
services and systems around care
pathways or care “careers” - will
continue to shape our priorities over
the next year or so.

The transformation of social care is a
complex and complicated task. Our
ability to secure the transformation will
deliver the prize of greater satisfaction
for people who use services. The
evidence so far suggests it will help
better engage those who work in
social care, enthusing and motivating.
It is a win/win situation. The prize is,
however, only achievable if all in social
care work collectively.

The team in the Department of Health
will work with ADASS, LGA and the
other social care leadership
organisations to build a new model of
collaborative work to drive forwards
the transformation of services. This
new relationship acknowledges the
role of ADASS, local government and
private and voluntary sector providers
as leaders of the social care system.
Our collective engagement is
fundamental to achieving sustainable
transformation and change so we can
deliver excellent social care which
continues to transform people’s lives.

David Behan
Director General for Social Care,
Local Government and Care
Partnerships
Department of Health

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
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Joining the Social Care
Institute for Excellence
(SCIE) after 25 years in the
statutory social care sector
has been both a shock and a
revelation to newly
appointed chief executive
Julie Jones. A former
president of ADSS, Julie
maps out for us here the
busy future she sees for her
organisation.

The first 70 days have been
demanding and fun. SCIE was born out
of the National Institute for Social
Work (Nisw), a much loved and unique
institution led by outstanding pioneers
who made a special contribution to
learning and knowledge.

The challenge for the new organisation
was to take the best from Nisw and

Aiming SCIE
high...

transform into an organisation that
looked beyond social work and into
social care. This journey began in 2001.
Since then, the two longest-standing
heads of SCIE, former chair Jane
Campbell (now Baroness Campbell)
and former chief executive Bill
Kilgallon, established SCIE as a new
and relevant voice on the national
scene, with a particular contribution to
make as the leading organisation
identifying and disseminating evidence
about what works in social care
practice.

It’s a Herculean task in this messy
world of social care – with an
estimated workforce of 1.6 million,
and 28,000 social care providers
incorporating services for groups
ranging from young children to older
people.

The people who use social care are
often the most marginalised in our

society, and they can struggle to make
their voices heard. Jane and Bill were
fierce in their determination to ensure
that the voice and experience of service
users was thoroughly embedded in
SCIE’s work and approach to
identifying and disseminating good
practice and offering advice and
guidance on how to support practice
improvement. Bill retired in March
2007 and I joined in July to work with
Allan Bowman, the new chair and 15
trustees from across the very wide and
diverse social care sector.

Since 2001, SCIE has been steadily
building rigorous models of evaluating
different approaches to delivering
social care in a range of settings and
has published a wide variety of
resources. All of this is designed to
encourage the sector to use knowledge
and evidence more systematically. But
building an evidence-base for good
practice takes time. Social care has
never had the research infrastructure
and procedures enjoyed by the health
sector, and SCIE is still working to
develop, maintain and strengthen a
national social care research strategy
and register.

SCIE has been aware for a while that,
having invested time and resources in
developing robust and trustworthy
mechanisms for producing good
practice guidance, it now must
strengthen its capacity to disseminate
information to the social care
workforce. In the last two years the
organisation has developed strong
relationships with a number of
government departments, national
organisations, voluntary agencies,
networks and service user
organisations. It has set up national
networks including the Partners’
Council, Practice Partners’ Network,
Collaboratives Network and the People
Management Network. It has also
significantly extended its reach by
increasing its communications function
and developing new and more
accessible resources.

Last year, SCIE commissioned a
number of pieces of work to establish
the organisation’s current profile and
impact, and to inform future
development.

The results were mixed, and have given
us a real opportunity to focus our

Julie Jones: “We’re busy; very busy…

EXCELLENCE
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planning on filling the gaps and
building on strengths.

The key messages from the
independent surveys into profile
and impact include:

� People in touch with SCIE value the
quality of SCIE’s work, in particular
the rigour that underpins SCIE’s
products, and report positive
benefit from using SCIE resources.

� While SCIE’s recognition is steadily
improving, there are still some
parts of the sector where SCIE’s
profile is low – particularly within
the private and voluntary sector.

� SCIE needs to improve the
development, design and targeting
of resources to different
stakeholder groups and develop
key messages as part of a
communications strategy.

� The surveys strongly indicate the
need for social care providers to be
in some state of preparedness to
use SCIE materials. SCIE needs to
work with other key organisations
to influence the environment in the
sector, including at a regional level.

� Generally speaking the sector is
more ‘e-ready’ than normally
assumed. Employers tend to
underestimate employees’
capabilities and preferences.

� The format of SCIE’s resources
(e.g. online or in print) should
reflect the preferences and access
needs of different audiences.

These messages supported the plans
SCIE was already developing. In
particular, SCIE realised that its aim to
reach the independent social care
sector will pose a particular challenge
we must overcome.

Dame Denise Platt’s review of the
status of social care published in June
this year rightly pulled no punches. But
for us, it really did arrive at just the
right time. Instead of recoiling in
horror at the mentions of their
organisation, SCIE’s staff felt ready to
respond to the challenge and put their
thoughts, aspirations and knowledge
into action.

A letter in late June from David Behan,
Director General of Social Care at our
main sponsor the Department of
Health (DH), set out in more detail the
challenge for SCIE – it arrived two
weeks before I did, so as an incoming
chief executive there was a clear and
focused agenda for me from day one.
David’s letter provided the opportunity
for SCIE to step up to the mark and
respond quickly. We were asked to
submit proposals in two months. The
organisation was ready, and during July
and August of this year senior
managers and I met with many of the
key social care sector leaders to
discuss our emerging proposals.

What we have proposed is five distinct
programmes of work that will help the
social care sector better to recognise,
access and implement good practice
information to achieve better
outcomes for people using our
services.

An integrated cross-sector
strategy, including:

� An agreement of what constitutes
good practice information,

� A system to reduce duplication of
effort and manage the “blizzard” of
information, advice and guidance
from all sources,

� Strong connections between SCIE
and the Commission for Social Care
Inspection (CSCI) and in due
course, Ofcare, so that the
inspectorate informs priorities for
SCIE’s programme, and social and
healthcare inspections are
underpinned by SCIE’s guides and
evidence.

Good practice identification,
including:

� A programme of joint work with
NICE to enhance the potential for
good practice in social and
healthcare integrated services,

� Describing the type of knowledge
that underpins the good practice,
using the five types of knowledge –
users, research, practice, policy,

and organisational,

� Building social care research
capacity in collaboration with the
Economic and Social Research
Council (ESRC) and government
departments in England Wales,
Northern Ireland and Scotland.

Good practice dissemination,
including:

� Refreshing and targeting existing
SCIE guidance and products to the
needs of the independent and
voluntary sectors,

� Partnering relationships with key
national organisations to help to
disseminate good practice through
existing channels.

Good practice development and
services improvement,
including:

� Further development and
promotion of ‘e-learning’ resources
as a flexible learning opportunity
for the entire social care sector.

� More links and networks at a
regional level.

Leadership and support
programme, including:

� Supporting the development of the
proposed leadership academy by
creating a work stream focused on
leaders, using evidence to promote
practice and service improvements.

The proposals are an integral part of
the Department of Health’s social care
reform model, which is built on
increasing capacity, strengthening
performance management, people
shaping services, and shaping and
building the market. Key features
include:

� The emerging local leadership role
of the Director of Adult Social
Services (DASS),

� Joint working with NICE fully to
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realise the benefits of integrated

health and social care guidance,

� Sector-wide knowledge leadership

through accreditation.

SCIE is now working with our DH

sponsors to improve the impact of

research, knowledge and evidence on

both policy and practice across the

whole sector. By listening to those

leaders charged with responsibility of

delivering excellent social care, and to

the people who use those social care

services, we can help by refocusing our

SCIE business plan to support their

priorities.

So, as you can see, we’ve been busy.

Very busy. Hopefully this article will

give you a good idea of SCIE’s

direction and what support you can

expect from us in the future. But I

want to finish with a few words about

what I think SCIE means for social

care, and why its work must continue.

We’ve all said it a lot over the years,

but now, more than ever, is a pivotal

time for social care. If we are able to

raise the level of knowledge and trust

in the sector, we have a genuine

opportunity to gain the kind of large-

scale funding for preventative care

services that we know can benefit

adults, children and families across the

UK.

But persuading the Treasury to invest

more resources in our sector is

impossible unless we can provide one

vital ingredient: evidence. If we can

prove which services, interventions and

practices improve the lives of

individuals and their families, we can

prove our sector’s contribution to a

more stable, productive and caring

society.

Julie Jones

Chief Executive

Social Care Institute for Excellence

Over the past year CSCI has
seen some significant
changes, both in terms of its
internal organisation, and in
its relationships with the
wider social care world.
Chief Inspector Paul Snell
describes how the
Commission has continued
to learn from its experience
of working with social care
directors around
performance assessment to
improve mutual engagement
and to ensure a greater
focus on outcomes.

We have transformed our inspection
of regulated services and produced
tools to enable councils and the
Commission to reflect on quality and
effectiveness of commissioning. With a
smaller workforce, significantly less
inspection activity and the successful
transition of our children's services to
the new Ofsted, we have maintained
our focus on the needs, wishes and
aspirations of people who use social
care services across the country, seven
days a week, 365 days a year.

Having been a director of social
services I know that managing change
and a fast moving agenda will not be
new to those of you who are on the
frontline of delivering, and supporting
the delivery of, social care.

However, as I look back on my first
year as chief inspector with the
Commission, it is not our internal
change programme, corporate plan or
even the wide range of stimulating,
and sometimes challenging reports we
have produced, important though all
of those things are, which stand out in
my mind.

It is the collective, but more often
individual reflections and experience of
people that I have met who are using,
and sometimes directly controlling,
services which stand out most.

I have met people whose lives have
been completely transformed by social
care services that they have received,
and where the Government's aspiration
of personalisation, flexibility, control
and choice have been delivered
through new patterns of service,
whether by Direct Payments or
Individualised Budgets.

One young man who was blind told
me: ‘What I get is flexibility - where,
when and who. I am just an ordinary
person living in an ordinary street. The
support I get fills in the gaps for things
I can't do for myself.’

From here to
diversity

Paul Snell: I have met people whose lives have
been completely transformed by social care
services…”

REGULATION
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my family said they would put me in a
home - but now I am independent. I
proved them all wrong - I am in
control.’ These are powerful tributes to
the success of many services across
the country.

But I have also been reminded that
‘bricks and mortar a service do not
make’. New buildings of themselves
will not deliver the services people
really want if they also replicate old
models of care and engagement. By
way of example it is possible, with
imaginative and creative support, for
people to lead full and rich and active
lives at home in their own
communities.

But I have also met people in services
loosely described as ‘extracare’
supported living, who are lonely,
isolated and do not have even their
basic needs met. The woman in a
wheelchair who, when I asked about
her dreams, wished only to `be able to
go shopping’! A realistic aspiration
which appeared both unknown and
unmet.

In early September I was asked to chair
a roundtable discussion for one of the
social care magazines focusing on
diversity. In the course of this
discussion, I heard two powerful
descriptions of the personal
experiences of people using social care
services.

Richard, a gay man with a learning
disability, told how he was supported
by some really excellent staff, but still
could not get the support he needed
to explore and respond to his sexuality.

His care plan and reviews addressed all
the practical issues of accommodation,
budgeting, cooking etc, but completely
failed to recognise the whole person
and his wider needs and aspirations. In
Richard's case he was able to break
through these barriers - with the help
of a friend, a large dose of
determination and a dash of deviancy.

But this will not be the position for
many, and cannot be acceptable for
modern services in 2007. Over the
next year you will see the Commission
raising further the profile of diversity

issues in our work and in our reports.

In these discussions I was reminded
again that diversity is not something
which can be parceled away in a box
labeled ‘equal opportunities,’ but is
actually at the heart of our discussions
about personalisation, choice, and
control. It is the prism through which
an individual's experiences are
understood and how their needs and
aspirations are met.

Direct Payments and Individual
Budgets are important vehicles for a
growing number of people who want
to take charge of their own services
and their own lives.

However, asking that `quality
personalised care’ be a reality for every
person who uses care services, means
paying attention to both the big
picture - the policy framework that
provides the context in which care
takes place including, critically,
commissioning - and the so called
‘small things’ that can be done to
make a difference to people's daily
lives, delivered face to face by creative
and imaginative staff on the frontline
of every service.

It is evidence of that for which I have
learned to look when reflecting on the
quality of local commissioning and
service delivery. Next year we will see
more organisational change as the
government publishes its response to
the consultation on the future of
regulation and introduces a Bill to
create Ofcare - a new regulator for
health and social care.

But for me, it's still how we can make
a difference to people’s lives that
counts and I look forward to the
challenges and opportunities that the
coming year will bring.

Paul Snell
Chief Inspector
Commission for Social Care
Inspection

Movers and
Shakers

John Bolton,
currently DASS
with Coventry
City Council and
ADASS treasurer
has been
appointed
Strategic Finance
Director

responsible for social care at the
Department of Health. He takes up
the post in the new year. He said
last week: ‘I am delighted to have
been offered this important post
but of course I have mixed feelings
about leaving Coventry City Council
where I have thoroughly enjoyed
my working time.’

Sandie Keene,
director of adult
services with the
city of Leeds has
become ADASS
lead on public
health issues,
while the North
East Region has
seen some

changes in personnel in recent
months. Rachael Shimmin,
corporate director of adult and
community
services with
Durham County
Council is the
new chair of the
region: Daljit
Lally, executive
director of adult
care for
Northumbria is
secretary.

Meanwhile Jenny Owen, executive
director for adults, health and
community wellbeing for Essex CC
is to co-chair the Dementia
Strategy Group, alongside
Professor Sube Bannerjee. She will
be a member of the programme
board chaired by David Behan and
also of the external reference
group chaired by the Alzheimer’s
disease society.

John Bolton

Sandie Keene

Rachael Shimmin



Personalised care is now
widely accepted as the basis
for social care policy - in
whatever setting care is
provided. It’s also central to
this Government’s vision for
rebuilding public services
around the needs of people
as individuals. The final
report of the public services
strand of the Government’s
recent Policy Review puts it
clearly:

“Personalisation is the process by
which services are tailored to the
needs and preferences of citizens. The
overall vision is that the state should
empower citizens to shape their own
lives and the services they receive.”

In social care, this means a change of
emphasis: from welfare to wellbeing;
from passive ‘clients’ to active citizens;
from services which potentially create
dependence to services that support
independence and interdependence;
from a state which donates services to
a state where people are in control of
their own services - and where there is
a real choice of services as well as just
a plurality of providers delivering them.

To deliver personalised care, the
current ways of commissioning
services have to change. In particular,
councils will have to address the need
to become effective, strategic
commissioners for all the communities
they serve - not just for those people
whose care they expect to fund.

As resources are targeted on those
whose needs are ‘critical’ or
‘substantial’, the number of people
who do not qualify for council-
managed care increases. These people
either find or pay for their own care, or
they rely on family members or
friends. Informal carers fill in the gaps
- with inadequate structures in many
areas to help them, and few systems in
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Dame Denise Platt

many places to help people find the
services they need.

This does not mean that councils
should provide services for everyone,
but that people need to be supported
to find the services they need. There is
nothing more frustrating for people
when they are seeking care to find that
the council has contracted the only
care available. There needs to be a
sufficiency of supply for everyone who
might need care and support.

What is needed is a new ‘national
compact’ between individuals, families
and the state, which clarifies the
respective responsibilities for funding
people’s care. In addition, people
should have three basic universal
entitlements. Firstly, everyone,
including carers, should have a proper
assessment of their needs. Current
legislation allows for this, but too few
people know about it. Secondly,
people need good information and
advice, to help them find the right
service at the right time. This means
more than just a list of services; people
say they want explanation as well.

Thirdly, all older people should have
access to quality services that support
their human rights and dignity,
regardless of who pays for them.

Whilst commissioning is continuing to
improve, in many ways commissioning
is addressing yesterday’s agenda. Sir
Michael Lyons has challenged councils
to act as ‘place-shapers’ for their
communities - setting the local agenda
rather than simply reacting to outside
forces. So what does place shaping
mean for people who rely on social
care?

Councils need to ask:

� What is it like to be an older
person, or a disabled person, or a
person with mental health needs,
in this area?

Place-shaping
the future

CSCI/NATIONAL COMPACT

� Can people find the services they
need?

� Can they grow old in the way they
want to?

� Can they contribute as they want?
� Can people with learning disabilities

find employment, have a home, a
family?

� If people have responsibilities as
carers, can they get the help and
support they need?

These are the broader social care
questions that ‘place-shaping’ needs to
respond to. The answers stretch
beyond a traditional view of social
care. And, if the answer to these
questions is ‘no’ or a council can’t
answer them, then these are the
commissioning challenges councils will
need to address.

Personalised care will only become a
reality if we have creative leaders,
including elected members, with a
vision for putting in place the
involvement, participation, partnership
and services that people want - not
just managing more efficiently the
ones that are already there.

The task facing all of us is to put the
people we serve at the centre of all we
do - to hold firm to the values that
underpin good social care - and to
work together to bring about the
improvements that will put social care
at the centre of public service reform
and, more importantly, transform lives.

Dame Denise Platt
Chair
Commission for Social Care
Inspection



Personalisation (or self
directed support) is now
reaching that ‘tipping point’
where it will move from
being of pilot status to the
mainstream in a number of
parts of the country, writes
John Dixon. Most authorities
are contributing to a
growing ferment of
developmental activity
which must now steadily
translate vision into
practical application.

The principle of giving people control
over decisions over their care, moving
away from the professional gift
relationship, so that they can get a life
outside of being a ‘service user’, is very
widely accepted. It is what most
people working in social care came
into the job for. It is even being widely

viewed that this shift in social care is
something which has fundamental
implications for public services
generally, and is part of a broader
change in the deal between the state
and its citizens.

But however welcome this new deal
might be, it is mightily difficult to
weigh the risks and to construct the
programme plans which will mitigate
them and deliver new arrangements.

There is a great deal of work going on:
in authorities, in service user-led
groups, by In Control, providers and
the Department of Health. There is
also a considerable need to co-
ordinate this work, and to avoid
unhelpful duplication which could lead
to postcode lottery issues. Therefore
ADASS has been talking with the
Department and with others about
how best to achieve the necessary co-
ordination and to ensure that decisions
about arrangements are taken at the
right level: some will most helpfully be
taken nationally, but most work will
need to happen amongst groups of
stakeholders regionally, and of course
at local authority level.

The following account of one
authority’s experience of the journey
towards Individual Budgets illustrates
these issues.

West Sussex was one of the 13
Individual Budget (IB) pilots, having
previously been an In Control Pilot. We
also have a history of ‘intensive
support’ Direct Payments (DP), with
over one third of our home care
budget being spent by DP holders.

The vision of self directed
support/personalisation is now
understood and accepted by the
majority of all West Sussex staff –
however, this has taken 18 -24
months. So, one cannot underestimate
the cultural shift issues. This required
strong leadership at political and senior
management level – and there is still
more to do.

The history of DPs, In Control and
being an IB pilot helped to build the
understanding and acceptance of the
vision. To begin with, the projects
stood alone, ie In Control/IB’s, and
they began the work of looking at how
to deliver the what? ie the vision.

This led to the initial creation of the
basic tools – the self-assessment and
RAS (Resource Allocation System) in
particular. This enabled us to start
offering Individual Budgets. People’s
‘stories’ increasingly demonstrate that
they feel better supported, more in
control and happier with their support
arrangements. We have done this work
within budget, which has been
important to reassure finance
colleagues.

This pilot work delivered the first few
hundred Individual Budgets (counting
IBs, DPs and In Control packages
together). However, in order to move
from the 100s to the 1000s, it is
absolutely critical to set up a well
organised and structured programme
approach, as the shift to full
personalisation affects not only the
individual, but all staff involved eg:

� Social workers/OTs and all frontline
staff

1 Support workers

2 Finance officers

3 Contracting/future
commissioning

4 Performance, etc

This means a major change to all
processes and the systems that
support these. So, a new end-to-end
process must be agreed and
implemented. Some things will need
minor adjustments; others major
changes.
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Individual
budgets:

challenges and
choices

John Dixon

PERSONALISATION



West Sussex have set up a self directed
support (SDS) programme, which is
led by a senior manager supported by
a full time project manager and a small
team of dedicated staff with access to
all sectors of the department.

So, we are coming to the end of the IB
pilot and using the lessons learned. We
are joining the In Control experience
with the IB experience; and by
December ’07 we anticipate an agreed
end-to-end process. This reshaping of
the social care end-to-end customer
process has huge implications for the
rest of the Council’s customer
arrangements, and so our changes are
being developed in tandem with
fundamental changes corporately.

The systems to support the new
process will then be the focus. By April
2008 we hope we will have a good
enough self-assessment and RAS for all
user groups. However, the creation of
a robust RAS has been, and remains, a
complex journey. It exposes differences
and makes transparent a myriad of
different ways that practitioners have
created to manage the budget.

We will also be in a position to specify
our requirements for an IT system to
support the sole SDS process (it is our
belief that the SDS process poses
challenges for all existing menu-driven
IT systems). We will have developed an
interim system to capture
management information on SDS
delivery.

The involvement and enthusiastic
participation of practitioners and
operational managers in the co-
production/design and implementation
of SDS have been key to our progress
to date. We recognise the need to
move now into a more systematic
workforce development programme,
building on the learning about practice
development through the pilots.

We already have a robust strategic
commissioning forum with the
independent sector who have
enthusiastically embraced the SDS
agenda. But there is a long way to go.

We are confident too that through our
POPPs programme the voluntary and
community sector will be strengthened

by SDS and help to provide increased
choice and control for people
accessing services directly.

Maintaining financial balance through
transformation to SDS is a major
challenge, and ensuring the financial
monitoring tools are developed is
critical. Connecting the new ways of
working to performance indicators is
not yet clearly defined nationally, and
the risk of falling PAF indicators
creates anxiety that needs to be
managed.

We have found that because SDS
processes are so much more similar to
processes for self-funders than existing
care management systems, there is a
real opportunity to develop a common
infrastructure for 100% of the
population which gives self-funders
too the chance to get good quality
support through advice, brokerage and
‘trading standards’.

The challenges for SDS are of course in
essence the same as those for care
management: securing good quality
services for our residents whilst
balancing the budget! But the cultural
shift required by the ‘new deal’ does
pose new opportunities and new risks.

Control can be significantly transferred
to people who are publicly funded,
whilst the divide between those who
are publicly funded and those who
self-fund can be reduced, to the
benefit of both. The White Paper goal
of support to the whole population
can be in prospect.

But the risks inherent in new
arrangements where there are so many
vulnerable people depending on us for
security, continuity and quality, are
considerable. Not to mention that
adults’ services are the highest risk for
local authority budgets, and along with
the demographics a huge national
financial challenge. It is essential that
we work collaboratively and efficiently,
sharing the learning across all
authorities and stakeholders, and
amidst it all trying to find time to
recognise that this is indeed an exciting
and satisfying time to be working in
social care!

John Dixon
ADASS Vice President
Director of Adults’ Services
West Sussex County Council
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“The challenges for self-directed support are, of course, in essence the same as those for care
management: securing good quality services for our residents while balancing the budget!”



The Department of Health
increasingly recognises the
importance of directors of
public health (DPHs)
working very closely with
local government. There are
even those in the public
health arena who suggest
that public health would be
better promoted if DPHs
were employed by local
government, so that they
would no longer be
marginalised by the NHS
focus on acute care. John
Beer teases out the
importance of the
relationship.

There is much to gain from closer
joint working with DPHs, both with the
local authority in general and with
directors of adult social services
(DASS) in particular. However, it would
be better to promote joint working
and joint management rather than an
either/or approach to this issue. In this
article I will examine the benefits of
this approach.

The Association of Directors of Public
Health are keen to work more closely
with ADASS, and the director general,
deputy chief medical officer, Fiona
Adshead is actively encouraging better
dialogue between the two
organisations.

While a better understanding of our
separate roles is desirable, there needs
to be a clear understanding of the
benefits to the promotion of health
and wellbeing that could arise from
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this closer working. Equally, we need
to make sure that closer working
would not harm other relationships
that DPHs must have with the wider
NHS economy.

ADASS is currently planning a joint
conference with the ADPH and I hope
that this article will stimulate both
ideas for that conference and gather
information about what is already
working well in other local authorities.

The wider role of the DASS will be
predominantly achieved by influence
rather than the ability to direct time
and resources to specific areas,
although LAAs could bend some of the
spending. There are many
improvements we could make to the
health of the public which do not
require resources, but may require a
reprioritisation of existing effort both
in the NHS and local authorities.

A simple example: if A&E collected
data about where accidents and
assaults happened, effort could be
directed in terms of prevention by the
local authority and local police to
those specific areas. It would be useful
to share nationally other examples of
where a preventative approach has
made measurable health and social
care improvements.

There is no doubt that the NHS is still
predominantly directed towards
promoting better health for everybody,
and the evidence is that better health
and longer life expectancy will
disproportionately benefit more
affluent people, particularly in deprived
areas. Here, it is the work between the
DPH and the DASS that can help
address health inequality.

It will not always be the case that the
DASS sees eye to eye with the DPH;
there will be times when the DASS, as
a corporate member of the chief
officer’s team, needs to focus on, or
understand, the issues of promoting
income or finding savings, which may
affect health issues. Clearly the DPH
must be free to point out to the local
authority issues in relation to
fluoridation, smoking cessation, sale of
obesity producing products in schools
and leisure centres and even the
absence of sufficient leisure activities.

The wider the
gap the greater

the need

John Beer

PREVENTION



Like many of us who are champions
for older people, the DPH is a
champion for health equality, even
though it may at times be politically or
indeed economically uncomfortable for
certain truths to be stated. The public
should expect the director of public
health to be advocating for them. This
is a further argument for keeping the
post as a joint appointment where
neither “side” could have the total
power to “gag” the DPH.

Not only is it important to work
together locally: nationally also there
would be advantages to promoting
public health by the closer working
together of ADASS and ADPH. This
would have benefits in helping to have
a better focus on health and wellbeing
in the Department of Health, and also
in the Local Government Association.

There is no doubt that without a
greater emphasis on promoting public
health, and within it the built-in aim of
reducing health inequalities, the gap in
life expectancy and health between the
most deprived communities and the
rest of the country will widen. What
we still appear to be struggling with is
how to connect the narrowing of the
gap with promoting economic
prosperity, reducing demands on
health and social care services and
having a far stronger sense of moral
outrage that the current position exists
and may be getting worse.

It is easy to blame the Department of
Health for having a greater focus on
greater life expectancy for all. But they
are responding to ministers who are
responding to the views of the public.
If members of the general public are
asked what is important to them the
answer will be the speed with which
they can get treatment and not how
much they are assisted to have healthy
lives. Inevitably, general improvements
to the system will be more successful
for those who are most affluent and
articulate already.

In my view, then, it’s within local
communities, particularly the deprived
ones, where we have to build a
stronger voice for narrowing the health
gap. This is of course consistent with
our general duty to identify need, and
we know very well that it is
traditionally deprived and marginalised
people who will be least likely to be

telling us what their needs are.

It is clearly the role of the DASS to
seek out unmet need, but this then
must be built into the strategic needs
assessment; into joint provision, and
into a determination to have outcome
measures that demonstrate a
narrowing of the health gap. It is also,
of course, vital that the take-up of
provision once provided is carefully
monitored to ensure that, even if it is
directed towards more deprived
individuals and communities, that they
get the access to this help that they
require.

I believe that without the setting of
local targets by the DASS in
conjunction with health partners, we
are doomed to mouth platitudes but
not make a difference. We need to
help our colleague chief officers
understand the benefits of a more
healthy population to their targets. The
DCS will understand the impact of
poor health on children and their
education, as well as on parenting
skills.

But leisure can earn more if people
who currently do not exercise are
targeted. Community safety can
benefit from less alcohol dependency,
housing from better managed mental
illness or prevention of it, and the
economic wealth of the whole
community can benefit if the
economically inactive can be assisted
into work. More active and respected
older people have much to contribute,
not least their spending power if they
can get access to shops and leisure.

We need to build communities to
promote health, and reconnect to the
origins of local government, where
water, sewerage, street lighting, refuse
collection, pavements and transport
were all initiated to help our centres of
population be healthy. These great
initiatives that needed to accompany
the industrial revolution remain as a
beacon to other countries that still
need to promote the health of their
poorer people. We now need to
rediscover the value of narrowing our
current health gap; surely we cannot
have forgotten the importance of this?

John Beer
Honorary Secretary
ADASS
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In Brief
� Co-chairs of the
ADASS older
people’s network
James Reilly and
Jenny Owen were the
two candidates
standing for election
this month to
become the
Association’s
President for
2009/2010. The
winner will follow
West Sussex director
John Dixon after his presidential year
which will last from April 2008 until
April 2009.

Jenny (executive director for adults,
health and community wellbeing for
Essex County Council) and James
(director for community services
with the London Borough of
Hammersmith and Fulham) were
due to learn who was the successful
candidate on Monday, week
beginning October 15.

� The ADASS
Workforce
Development
Committee, co-
chaired by Jo Cleary
(Lambeth) and
Maurice Bates
(Redcar and
Cleveland), has been
working with the
Care Services
Improvement
Partnership to
develop a framework
for Workforce
Planning. Their

publication What Does a
Commissioning Framework Look
Like? is a companion paper to
ADASS’s Commissioning and the
Social Care Workforce which was
published recently and launched at a
major conference. Both publications
are available from the ADASS
website.

� Daphne Obang, formerly director
with Bracknell Forest, has stood
down as ADASS lead on inclusivities,
a position which is as yet unfilled. In
August this year she was appointed
Deputy Lord Lieutenant for the
County of East Sussex.

Jenny Owen

James Reilly

Jo Cleary

Maurice Bates



With the General Social Care
Council about to begin
registering up to 200,000
domiciliary care workers,
acting chief executive Mike
Wardle talks us through the
successes to date that the
GSCC has notched up, and
the important contribution
it has to the practice and
image of social care

In the changing world of integrated
children’s and adult services, where
should social work and social care sit?
Within the Every Child Matters agenda
and in implementing Our Health, Our
Care, Our Say, how can social care
professionals ensure they are confident
in the difference they make to people’s
lives and can influence services?

The General Social Care Council (GSCC)
has a major contribution to make to
the leadership of the sector, working in
partnership with employers,
commissioners and national
organisations to define and promote
the role of social care.

Last year, the government published
Options for Excellence, drawing on
work across the sector to consider
how to address the need for workforce
development. One of the outcomes of
this report was a commission to the
GSCC to define the role and tasks of
social work for the 21st century.

Working with a range of partners, we
have consulted service users, social
workers, their managers, employers
and representatives of other
professions to draw out what social
work can achieve at its best. The
message is that social work transforms
people’s lives, tackling seemingly
intractable problems.

It offers skilled help to people who

face many kinds of distress, difficulty
or loss. It supports them to tackle the
barriers stopping them achieving what
they want for themselves and their
families. It takes account of people’s
individual, family and community
situations, and helps with personal,
social and practical aspects of their
lives. The values of social work
profession are based on respect for
human rights, and for the equality,
worth, and dignity of all people.

Social work is a profession with a
distinct set of skills and knowledge,
having to take into account each
unique situation. Social workers are
trained to work with people of all
types who face exclusion and to
contribute to the wellbeing of these
individuals, families and communities.
It supports people to maximise their
potential.

Social workers operate in partnership
with those who require support. One
of the main challenges social workers
face is to be personally involved with
people and their lives, and yet standing
back to make assessments as required.
This balancing act includes making
judgements and reaching decisions
about protecting vulnerable people.

The 21st century social worker is
becoming adept at handling complex
situations, supporting people who
require safeguarding from abuse,
neglect, or exploitation. He/she must
also intervene where there may be a
need to remove a child from its
parents or carers, or an adult from
their home to a place of safety or
where parents are unable to look after
their children.

‘It’s difficult to describe what social
workers do, partly because they do so
much’.

Social work is a profession best placed
to tackle complex social and family

situations and to gain the trust of
people who require support. Social
workers are entrusted with taking
decisions about removing children
from their families and removing the
independence of someone with mental
health issues where it is for their own
or other’s safety.

The boundaries between tasks carried
out by social workers and those of
other professions are not always well-
defined. Social work needs to be clear
and confident about the expertise it
has developed, the distinctive
contribution it makes and the features
of its work particularly valued by
people who use its services. Even so, it
is sometimes necessary to be flexible
about these boundaries so as to avoid
people being referred unnecessarily
from one source of help to another,
and having to give the same
information to different workers.

Staff working together in multi-
disciplinary children’s centres or
community mental health teams, for
instance, are likely to become familiar
with one another’s areas of expertise,
and able to apply a common core of
knowledge whilst recognising when a
particular professional’s skills are
required.

We have found in talking to social
workers and their managers that
despite examples of excellent practice
and clear understanding of the
contribution social work can make,
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many social workers are not confident
about their role. They feel the systems
in which they work too often do not
support social workers in providing the
excellent and responsive services that
they would wish.

We believe defining the role of social
work is a first step. There is a need to
continue the work defined in Options
for Excellence to work towards a
strategy for building confidence in the
profession with the involvement of all
key partners. An important part of that
lies through the recognition of the
accountability social workers carry
towards the people with whom they
work and to the standards the public
have a right to expect.

Social workers are in a position of
responsibility and have a duty to act
appropriately at all times, respecting
the rights of service users and
protecting them from harm as set out
the GSCC Code of Practice for Social
Care Workers. Our conduct process
seeks to balance the need for public
protection and the registrant’s right to
a fair hearing.

The GSCC held its first conduct hearing
in April 2006 and a steady wave of
conduct hearings have followed since
then. By the end of August this year,
17 GSCC conduct hearings had
reached a conclusion, leading to four
removals from the Social Care Register,
one suspension, and twelve public
warnings known as admonishments.

These decisions will over time help to
position social work as an accountable
and trusted profession.

To perform at its best, social work
deserves clear support from
government and from the public.
Employers must provide high-quality
supervision and support. The media
need to understand the high levels of
responsibility and risk which social
workers are expected to carry. Social
workers themselves should be proud
of their profession and willing to speak
out about their values, skills and
knowledge. And most important, a
stronger partnership is needed
between social workers and people
who use the services they provide.

The GSCC aims to give the public an
understanding of the contribution
made by social workers to the daily

lives of service users. We have a set of
statutory duties to carry out in order
to protect the public and the
profession, but we also look to help
people using social services, other
professions, the public and the media
to understand better what social work
is and does.

But we are about more than simply
social work. The rest of the social care
workforce delivers frontline services to
people in need and they too need the
confidence to provide excellent
services. The Government has decided
domiciliary care managers and workers
in England will be the next group of
social care professionals to join the
GSCC’s Social Care Register. Over time,
the Government intends to extend the
benefits of registration to other groups
of social care workers.

There are an estimated 200,000
domiciliary care workers in England
working with children and adults
across statutory, not-for-profit and
private sectors. They are mostly
unsupervised and have a high level of
contact with service users in their own
homes. We can make the biggest
difference to quality, standards and
protection with this group.

It is estimated that registering this
number of people will take between
eighteen months and two years, from
start to finish. Important lessons have
been learnt from the registration of
social workers, and in this instance the
GSCC will be taking a phased approach
to the project.

Bringing these groups into registration
will help ensure service users and the
public understand the high level of
responsibility held by those who deliver
social care; and, as with social workers,
that domiciliary care workers are
accountable for their practice and the
quality of their work.

We are clear that by defining
standards, driving accountability and
being clear about the contribution
social care makes to helping people get
the most from their lives, we will raise
the confidence of those working in
social care and deliver real change in
families’ and communities’ lives.

Mike Wardle
Acting Chief Executive
General Social Care Council

In Brief
� ANDREA POPE SMITH (Sandwell)
and Richard Webb (Telford & Wrekin) will
be running a policy session at this year’s
Bournemouth conference 18 October
between 3 and 4pm aimed at new and
existing directors of adult social services
and ADASS associates. It will be a fairly
informal opportunity to network, to
exchange experiences and to reinforce
ADASS’ work in supporting new
directors. Anne Williams, ADASS
President, will be the keynote speaker.
Venue: The Branksome Suite.

� A NEW SECTION of the ADASS
website has been opened containing
speeches given by members speaking in
an ADASS capacity, and which they
would like to see promoted in this
fashion. It comes under the button
called Keynote Speeches and it is
proposed that material should remain in
that file for two months before being
transferred to an appropriate policy
area on the site. Members who would
like to have ADASS speeches posted on
the website should email them in the
first instance, either before or soon after
delivery, to Drew Clode at
drew.clode@adass.org.uk. Powerpoint
slides are fully acceptable, and if you
would like a powerpoint template with
the ADASS logo on please email
claire.lines@adass.org.uk.

� THE EUROPEAN SOCIAL Network
is launching an ambitious new
programme for 2008-2010 and wants
members of associated associations to
be at the heart of it. This is a new
programme funded by the EU.
According to a letter from Phil Cotterill,
ADASS International lead, “we have the
opportunity to take part in new thematic
expert working groups. These groups
will deal with current key issues of
European and national policy and for
local service delivery.”

Each year the ESN Board will identify
three themes for working groups: in
2008 the themes are children and young
people; employment and inclusion; long-
term care for older people. If you are
interested in becoming involved please
respond to Stephen Barnett at ESN.
Stephen.Barnett@esn-eu.org copying
Phil into your expression of interest, at
info@philip-cotterill.co.uk.



It's been an extraordinary 12
months since we were gathered in
Brighton. We were sure that we
were seeing off the old
arrangements for ADSS and Confed.
But we were much less sure about
what would follow, when it would
happen and how it would work. We
did though have a resounding
message from the constituencies of
both organisations - and our
partners. The preparations are done
- now just get on with it.

So we did. Straight after the
message from last year's conference
the respective associations secured
agreements to accelerate their
demise and introduce the successor
bodies - ADASS and ADCS. The new
calendar year saw the formal
launches and both events were
distinctive ‘birthday parties’, filled
with energy and optimism and well
supported by government and
partners.

You sensed the collective recognition
that both the new associations are
to be regarded as key players for
their respective agendas. There are
expectations on us both that will be
hard to live up to - but that's a far
healthier challenge than the one
which would have seen us scrabbling
for recognition, territory and
respect.

Meanwhile, our expectations of an
‘interesting’ political year were not
misplaced. The change of regime
within the government brought with
it some unexpected developments in
the new machinery, perhaps more
marked on the children's than the
adults' side.

ADCS has strongly welcomed the
establishment of DCSF, which gives a
clearer emphasis in its design and
ambition to the balance of priorities
between Every Child Matters and
school standards. The

future of local government.

The reasonableness of that case
reflects our own argument for a
better deal for child health services
and both are about a strengthening
of partnerships with local
government to enable improving
community services.

Certainly, whatever happens
politically in the immediate future,
the message from ADCS to the
government of the day is that the
new machinery seems right and
must be given a chance to work.

Perhaps the fitting final comment
about this exceptional year is to do
with our continued joint
commitment to this conference. The
two new associations are finding
their own ways and deciding for
themselves which traditions they
want to retain and what points of
distinctiveness they want to develop.
That's the way it should be. But we
all still know that the risk in the new
dispensation will be if we fail to spot
and manage the continued synergies
between adults' and children's
services.

They're not just synergies - they're
mutual dependencies. ADCS and
ADASS are agreed that one way we
can sustain these crucial links is by
the retention of a balanced annual
conference that remains at the heart
of the strategic development of our
local services.

At its core, local government is
about looking after people and
places. Places don't count for much
without the people in them. This
conference is about those people,
adults and children. Long may it, and
they, prosper.

John Coughlan
Immediate Past President
ADSS
Co-president, ADCS

interdependence of those two
themes was first stressed at
Brighton and is exactly the balance
that local authorities have been
wrestling with since we established
our own change programmes.

The new Department is beginning to
address the serious challenge of
establishing a children's trust at the
heart of government. The concept of
‘dual key’ is starting to take shape,
especially between DCSF and the
Ministry of Justice for youth
offending, and with the Department
of Health for child health. We are
hoping that the former will allow for
a stronger role for welfare in
criminal justice policy, and that the
latter will lead to a firmer message
about the need for local health
economies to give more priority to
child health than they have for a
decade.

This is not about trying to steal
ground from our colleagues in adult
services. In ADCS we understand
and will do all we can to back the
case ADASS is making locally and
nationally for a better deal for social
care. We understand that case
professionally and we have an
economic interest in backing it
because of its implications for the
stability of children's services and the
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Keeping both
flames burning
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